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Abstract

OFDMA is an attractive multiple access technique for
packet-based mobile broadband wireless access for beyond
3G and 4G systems. Radio resource allocation in OFDMA
can exploit multiuser diversity to increase system capacity
by implementing opportunistic scheduling techniques. This
paper presents a new opportunistic scheduling scheme for
OFDMA-based wireless multimedia networks. We focus the
scheduling algorithm on the class of delay-sensitive pack-
ets that belong to interactive applications such as telephony
and video streaming. We divide the scheduling decision
into two sub-problems: the OFDMA subcarrier allocation
and subsequently the subcarrier assignment. Both the sub-
carrier allocation and assignment algorithms exploit multi-
user diversity and are designed to provide fairness with re-
spect to the realizable throughput per user, packet drop-
ping ratios and packet delay distributions. We investigate
various performance aspects of the proposed scheduling al-
gorithm using actual MPEG-4 traffic traces under different
system loading and requested deadline values. The results
show the superiority of the proposed scheduling scheme and
its excellent performance with respect to throughput, packet
dropping, and delay distributions.

1. Introduction

The increasing demand for high transmission rates in
wireless communication systems brought into play the need
for new transmission techniques. However, high transmis-
sion rates may result in sever frequency selective fading and
intersymbol interference (ISI). Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM) has recently been proposed
as an effective multi-carrier solution for broadband wire-
less transmission [1]. In an OFDM system, the high data
rate stream is transformed into a number of lower rate com-
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ponents. Each of the OFDM signal components is modu-
lated onto a distinct subcarrier. The bandwidth of the low
rate component is narrower than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel, thus the transmission in each subcarrier ex-
periences flat fading. Furthermore, orthogonal subcarriers
cause OFDM systems to have a higher spectral efficiency.
These advantages made OFDM to be adopted for the phys-
ical layer in many current and future high speed wireless
communications systems such wireless local area networks
(WLAN), wireless metropolitan area networks (WMAN),
and mobile broadband wireless access (MBWA) standards.

In multiuser environment, OFDM can also be applied
producing a highly flexible, efficient high speed communi-
cations system. Since Wahlqvist et al [2] studied multiuser
OFDM, intense research was carried out aiming to find im-
proved and flexible multiple access methods other than tra-
ditional time division multiple access (TDMA) or frequency
division multiple access (FDMA) techniques (which em-
ploy fixed and predetermined time-slot or subcarrier allo-
cation schemes). Orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) is a promising multiple access scheme
that has recently attracted enormous research interest [3]-
[13]. OFDMA is a multiple access scheme which is based
on OFDM with the only exception that the OFDM symbol
is composed of data from multiple users sharing the wire-
less system. Here, the base station is responsible for decid-
ing how the available subcarriers will be distributed among
different users.

In this paper, we consider the subcarrier management
problem in the downlink of OFDMA wireless multime-
dia networks for delay-constrained traffic. The problem
is divided into two sub-problems: the subcarrier allocation
problem and the subcarrier assignment problem. Based on
the principles of multi-user diversity [14], we propose an
opportunistic subcarrier allocation algorithm that uses the
channel state information and the delay information of dif-
ferent downlink flows to calculate the number of subcarri-
ers to be assigned to each active user in the system. The
algorithm also attempts to guarantee the QoS required by
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these users. We also propose an opportunistic algorithm for
the subcarrier assignment problem. The proposed algorithm
monitors the deadline violations in all queues, and ensures
fairness among different users in their service rates. This is
achieved by distributing the deadline violation occurrence
among all flows evenly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
defines the OFDMA network model. Then we describe the
multiuser scheduling problem in such networks in section 3
and include a survey of related work. In section 4, the pro-
posed subcarrier allocation and subcarrier assignment algo-
rithm are introduced. We report the results of extensive set
of simulation experiments in section 5. Section 6 summa-
rizes the main findings of the paper.

2. The OFDMA Network Model

We consider the downlink scheduling of a single cell in
cell-structured OFDMA-based system. The cell is equipped
with a base station which is responsible for coordinating
the simultaneous transmissions of N mobile users over S
OFDM subcarriers. Inter-cell interference is not taken into
consideration. OFDMA adds multiple access to OFDM by
allowing a number of users to share an OFDM symbol.
Therefore, an OFDMA transmitter employs a subcarrier al-
location and assignment function instead of the serial to par-
allel conversion used in OFDM systems to split the single
user’s stream into a set a parallel low rate streams. The
rest of OFDMA system is the same as an OFDM system as
shown in Figure 1. Adaptive modulation is used to transmit
data over individual subcarriers with different gains yield-
ing significant performance improvement. The base station
is responsible for informing each user terminal which sub-
carriers are assigned to it via a set of subcarriers (or time
slots in a frame) reserved for control functions. The receiver
then does the reverse operations of the transmitter and the
data sent to this user is retrieved by only demodulating the
subcarriers assigned to it.

High speed wireless standards are usually operated at
high frequencies. High frequency channels, like those
used in OFDMA-based networks, are characterized by their
time-varying, frequency-selective fading nature. Channel
gains vary from subcarrier to subcarrier for a single wire-
less terminal due to multipath propagation. Besides, chan-
nel gains of each subcarrier vary over time for the same user
terminal, due to the movement of the terminal and other ob-
jects within the surrounding area. At a given time, some
subcarriers suffer severe fading, while others have a good
response. In this case, if the channel information is avail-
able, it is more efficient to transmit data only over those
subcarriers having a good response with high transmission
rates. Furthermore, channel gains of a specific subcarrier
vary from wireless terminal to wireless terminal due to sta-
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Figure 1. OFDMA transceiver architecture.

tistical independence. This implies that certain subcarri-
ers that are in deep fade for some users are not necessar-
ily bad for others since the user channel fading character-
istics are uncorrelated for different users. Hence, the se-
lection of good subcarriers for one user may not necessar-
ily block other users from accessing their good subcarriers.
This gives the general motivation to develop a resource al-
location framework that exploits multiuser diversity to allo-
cate and assign an active user its best subcarriers, and hence
increase the efficiency of channel utilization.

3. Scheduling in OFDMA Networks

In OFDMA-based networks, the scheduler is responsible
for dividing the set of subcarrier available to the base station
into a number of mutually disjoint subsets of subcarriers.
Each subset is assigned to a certain user for a certain pe-
riod of time (scheduling interval). Recently, there has been
intensive research on subcarrier and bit allocation in mul-
tiuser OFDMA systems [3]-[13]. Those algorithms can be
categorized as static and dynamic allocation algorithms.

3.1. Static Subcarrier Management

Static subcarrier management schemes depend on tra-
ditional multiple access schemes, such as Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA), as a mechanism for distributing the sub-
carriers in multiuser OFDM networks. In OFDM-TDMA,
one of the users is assigned all the subcarriers for the entire
scheduling interval, whereas in OFDM-FDMA, each user
is permanently assigned one or several predetermined sub-
carriers. Thus, both OFDM-TDMA and OFDM-FDMA are
not capable of adapting to the channel gain variations. As a
consequence, any fixed assignment of subcarriers to termi-
nals will waste system resources in the form of either power
or bit rate [3],[5].
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3.2. Dynamic Subcarrier Management

Recently, dynamic radio resource management schemes
that consider the users’ instantaneous channel conditions
have attracted enormous research interest. This is due to
the significant overall system efficiency increase obtained
when variations in channel gains among users (multiuser
diversity) is exploited. These schemes vary in their design
and performance objectives, however, they can generally be
classified into two main categories: the first set of schemes
target the minimization of total power subject to a minimum
achievable throughput (total or per user), while the second
set of schemes target the maximization of throughput sub-
ject to maximum power (total or per user) constraints.

Many schemes known as bit loading algorithms have
been suggested [3]-[6]. They adapt transmission power or
bit rates optimally to the channel gains of different subcar-
riers, where either a feasible overall bit rate or a maximum
available transmit power is given. They are based on a re-
sult from information theory describing how to distribute
transmission power over a set of subcarriers with different
channel gains in order to maximize the channel’s capacity.
This is known as the water filling approach first discussed
by Shannon [15].

Wong et al [3] addressed the problem of minimizing the
transmitted power at a given bit rate per terminal. Subcarrier
and bit allocation were done dynamically through the use of
nonlinear optimization with integer variables. A modifica-
tion to Wong’s algorithm was proposed in [4]. The pro-
posed extension allows each user to specify its individual
QoS requirements, defined in terms of bit rate and bit error
rate. The scheme distributes subcarriers and transmit power
among multiple users according to their QoS requirements.

The alternative problem of maximizing the overall bit
rate of multiple wireless users while the transmit power is
upper bounded have been considered in [6] by Yin and Liu.
Such a problem can be decomposed into two tasks: first
determining the number of subcarriers each terminal is as-
signed and then choosing which subcarriers to be assigned.
The subcarriers assignment problem is solved by mapping
to the maximum weight perfect matching problem. While
this algorithm computes the optimal assignment of subcar-
riers to terminals, it is still fairly computationally expensive.

Due to the high complexity of the optimization tech-
niques used in the above work, many suboptimal heuris-
tic algorithms have been proposed [7]-[13]. The computa-
tional complexity of the heuristics is considerably smaller
than that of the optimum solution. On the other hand, their
results are usually close to the optimum solutions [7]. For
example, an iterative solution of the total transmit power
minimization problem is proposed in [7]. Subcarrier alloca-
tion with fixed modulation is used and then the bit loading
scheme is used to maximize the total number of transmit-

ted bits. The authors also introduced a resource allocation
scheme whose objective is to maximize capacity, based on
the proportional fair scheduling algorithm for point-to-point
communication.

A dynamic subcarrier and bit allocation algorithm,
which takes advantage of the knowledge of instantaneous
channel gain in subcarrier and bit allocation, is presented in
[8]. Initially, the greedy single user water-filling approach is
used to allocate subcarriers and bits as if all the subcarriers
in the system could be used exclusively by this user. In case
that a subcarrier is desired by more than one user, the algo-
rithm will arbitrate the subcarrier to one user appropriately
so that total transmit power is minimized.

In [9], a scheduling scheme for increasing the number of
non-real-time users with a minimum bit rate requirement is
proposed. Svedman et al. [10] present a QoS-aware pro-
portional fair scheduler whose objective is to mainly in-
crease the overall system throughput while providing fair-
ness among the active traffic streams. The scheme can be in-
tegrated with an opportunistic beamformer to increase sys-
tem fairness. The scheme is evaluated for a densely pop-
ulated system with a large number of subcarriers. Also,
subcarrier clustering is used to reduce the amount of sig-
naling information needed for the exchange of subcarrier
gains from the terminals to the access point.

When other types of QoS requirements, such as the delay
requirements of real-time traffic, are to be considered, the
problem at hand becomes much more complicated. This
is pursued in [11]-[13]. The authors of [11] and [12] fol-
low the Yin’s [6] decomposition approach and present two
related heuristic algorithms for the problem of assigning
subcarriers to terminals, assuming that the number of sub-
carriers allocated to each terminal is fixed [11]. These al-
gorithms assign each user the current best subcarriers in a
prioritized manner. Then they present a new subcarrier al-
location method that finds the number of subcarriers to be
assigned to each user in the start of every time slot [12].
The method is based on allocating subcarriers for terminals
depending on the actual queue size of each terminal relative
to the overall data queued at the access point. In contrast to
other methods described above, channel gain information
as well as any flow specific knowledge is not explicitly in-
cluded in the allocation of subcarriers, however this kind of
information is indirectly reflected in the queue size.

The proposed adaptive resource allocation algorithm in
[13] is not only based on the channel conditions and power
limitation observed in the physical layer, but also the queue
status, packet arrival, QoS requirements, service discipline,
and user fairness observed at the data link layer. The ob-
jective is to minimize the overall transmission power while
maintaining the channel errors at a sufficiently low level, so
that the assumption of error-free channel in the scheduling
part is generally valid. With error-free links, the system can
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fairly guarantee various QoS requirements to all the users
from the physical-layer’s point of view.

The work presented here is mostly related to [11]-[13],
however it offers several advantages since no explicit pro-
visioning for delays or fairness is considered in the formu-
lations in [11]-[13]. Our work distinguishes itself by taking
the delays (which also carries queue size information) into
the formulation and by setting the objective to achieving
the maximum throughput in the downlink (where transmit
power is not severely limited). Fairness and multiuser di-
versity are explicitly targeted in the subcarrier assignment
and allocation schemes.

4. The Proposed Scheduling Scheme

We introduce a new opportunistic approach of subcarrier
management in OFDMA-based wireless multimedia net-
works. The idea behind this approach is that subcarrier allo-
cation and assignment is not only dependent on the instanta-
neous channel conditions of different users, but also on the
QoS requirements and fairness among users. The QoS re-
quirements of real-time traffic is usually defined in terms of
a delay bound before which the packet should be delivered
to the receiver. Otherwise, the information contained in this
packet will be of no use to the receiver. Before we formulate
our problem let us define the following parameters:

N : The number of users in the system (each user is
assigned a separate queue).

Nt : The number of active users (with at least one valid
packet in its queue) at time t.

S : The total number of data subcarriers available to the
system.

ni(t) : The number of subcarriers to be assigned to the
ith user at the slot starting at time t.

ri : The average traffic rate of ith user.
μij(t) : The channel capacity (the maximum possible

data transmission rate) of the subcarrier number j if allo-
cated to the ith user.

μ̄i(t) : The average subcarrier capacity of the ith user (if
it was allocated all the subcarriers).

μ̄i(t) =
1
S

S∑
j=1

μij(t) (1)

di(t) : The time to expire of the ith user head of line
(HoL) packet, which is the difference between the deadline,
Ti, and the HoL packet delay up till time t, Wi(t), i.e

di(t) = Ti − Wi(t) (2)

Vi(t) : The number of deadline due violations of the ith

user packets up to time t.

δij(t) : An indicator of allocating the subcarrier j to the
user i in the time slot starting at time t.

δij(t) =
{

1 if subcarrier j is assigned to user i
0 otherwise

(3)

We assume that perfect channel information is known at
both the transmitter and the receiver. Mobile terminals may
be equipped with mechanisms to measure the rate at which
they have been served. This data may be reported back to
the base station, so that it can estimate the channel of all
mobile channels based on that data as long as the channel
variation is slow. As a result, the resource allocation should
be done within the coherence time of the channel.

Our objective of the resource allocation problem can be
defined as maximizing the total system throughput subject
to a QoS constraint that the HoL packet delay Wi(t)for ac-
tive users is less than a given value Ti. Let’s define the to-
tal instantaneous system throughput RT (t) as the aggregate
traffic transmitted over the system at time t. Thus,

RT (t) =
N∑

i=1

S∑
j=1

δij(t)μij(t) (4)

The subcarrier management problem is formulated as
follows:

max
δij(t)

RT (t) forδij ∈ {0, 1} (5)

subject to
N∑

i=1

S∑
j=1

δij(t) = S (6)

and
Wi(t) < Ti i = 1, 2, ..., N (7)

Note that constraint (7) also includes to some extent
the history of the previous assignments. When the subcar-
rier assignments of a certain user during the previous slots
do not satisfy the delay requirement, its waiting time ap-
proaches its deadline. Constraint (7) attempts to force the
current assignments to compensate such user by either allo-
cating more subcarriers or assigning higher quality subcar-
riers in order to prevent its packets from expiry. However, a
mathematical expression that formulate the relationship be-
tween the waiting time of the HoL packet of a certain queue
and the subcarriers assigned to it (either in the current as-
signments or the previous assignments) can not be explic-
itly evaluated without restrictive assumptions on the arrival
process and the time-varying subcarriers response. Thus, a
mathematically optimal solution of the above problem in its
most generic form cannot be obtained.

If this relationship between successive subcarrier assign-
ments and HoL packets delays could be found, the above
problem can be solved with Integer Programming (IP). We
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refer to this approach as the optimal solution to the resource
allocation problem. Although the optimal solution gives the
exact results, from an implementation point of view, it is
not preferred. In a time varying channel, it is required to
allocate the subcarriers within the coherence time. In most
non-trivial cases (large number of users, large number of
subcarriers), this cannot be achieved by the NP-hard IP so-
lution. This real-time implementation requirement leads to
the quest for suboptimal solutions that are fast and close to
the optimal solution.

In what follows we propose a heuristic suboptimal solu-
tion of the above problem. We follow the decoupling ap-
proach of this NP-hard problem proposed by Yin and Liu
[6]. Our solution is done in two steps:

1) Subcarrier Allocation: deciding how many subcarri-
ers to be assigned to each user (i.e. determines ni(t)).

2) Subcarrier Assignment: determining which subcarri-
ers to be assigned to each terminal (i.e. the vectors δij(t)
are calculated).

4.1. Subcarrier Allocation Algorithm

We first determine the number of subcarriers ni(t) to be
assigned to every user in the set of active users Nt at that
time instant. Our allocation is based on three factors: 1) the
instantaneous subcarrier channel gains of active users, 2)
the users’ average rates, and 3) the delay of the HoL packets
of these users. We not only exploit the statistical variations
of the users’ channels, but also use the statistical variations
of users’ queues in order to increase the efficiency of chan-
nel throughput utilization. In what follows we explain the
three steps of the proposed subcarrier allocation algorithm
illustrated in Figure 2.

Step 1: Initially each active user is allocated a number
of subcarriers ńi(t) given by:

ńi(t) =

⌈
ri

1
|Nt|

∑
j∈Nt

rj

μ̄i(t)
1

|Nt|
∑

j∈Nt
μ̄j(t)

⌉
(8)

In essence, this allocation exploits multiuser diversity by
allocating more subcarrier to the users with better channels.
For instance, lets us assume that the average traffic rate of
all users is the same, then the factor ri/

1
|Nt|

∑
j∈Nt

rj is
equal to one. A user with relatively good channel condi-
tions, i.e. its μ̄i(t) >

∑
j∈Nt

μ̄j(t)/| Nt |, will initially be
allocated two or more subcarriers. On the other hand, a user
with relatively bad channel conditions, will initially be allo-
cated only one subcarrier. The role of the weighting factor
ri/

1
|Nt|

∑
j∈Nt

rj is to weigh the allocation proportional to
users’ average rates.

At the end of this step, if all the available data subcarri-
ers are allocated to the set of users currently seeking service
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Figure 2. Subcarrier Allocation Algorithm.

from the system, the allocation algorithm terminates. How-
ever, if some subcarriers remain unused after this step, the
unused subcarriers are allocated to some of the active users.
Let us denote the number of the remaining unused subcar-
riers by Ś, where

Ś = S −
∑
Nt

ńi(t) (9)

The second steps of the algorithm is responsible for dis-
tributing these remaining subcarriers efficiently among the
active users in order to prevent as many packets from ex-
piry, and thus being dropped by the system. On the other
hand, if the number of the allocated subcarriers exceeds S,
the third step of the algorithm is invoked in order to satisfy
the number of subcarriers constraint.

Step 2: In order to reduce packet droppings, the second
step of the algorithm should allocate the biggest share of the
remaining subcarriers Ś to the user with the smallest time
to expire di(t). Since the value of 1/di(t) increases signif-
icantly as the time to expire di(t) decreases, the proposed
algorithm will distribute the remaining set of subcarriers S’
among the active users according to the ratios of 1/di(t).
When the system is heavily loaded with users, deadline due
violations start to occur. The proposed allocation algorithm
adapts to this situation by considering the number of vio-
lations Vi(t) in calculating the share of additional subcar-
riers. Using Vi(t)/di(t) as the distributing ratio, users re-
cently suffering from more violations (than the average of
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all users) will be compensated by allocating them more sub-
carriers. The number of violations reflects the history of the
previous assignments within a certain time window (we take
the window size equal to about 1000 scheduling intervals).
This step enhances fairness in distributing the violations oc-
currences among all users. At this point, the number of sub-
carriers to be assigned to the ith active user is now

ni(t) = ńi(t) +

⌈
Ś

max{1,Vi(t)}
di(t)∑

j∈Nt

max{1,Vj(t)}
dj(t)

⌉
(10)

If the total number of allocated subcarriers equals the
available number, the algorithm terminates, and then moves
to the subcarrier assignment algorithm. However, the sec-
ond component of the equation (10) may cause the total
number of allocated subcarriers

∑
j∈Nt

nj(t)to be greater
than the available subcarriers S. In the next step of our
proposed resource allocation algorithm, we ensure that the
number of subcarriers allocated is exactly equal to those
available in the system.

Step 3: The last step in our subcarrier allocation pro-
cedure is used (if needed) to decrease the number of sub-
carriers allocated to some users so that the total allocated
subcarriers equals S. Our criteria in choosing these users,
whose number of allocated subcarriers are to be decreased,
is the time to expire of their HoL packets and their viola-
tion occurrences similar to what was done in step 2 of the
algorithm. First, the algorithm sorts the set of active users
in a descending order according to their HoL packet time to
expire. Then, it iterates over users in that order. In every
iteration, the algorithm decreases the number of subcarriers
allocated to the user in turn by one. It then checks whether
the total subcarrier allocated equal to S or not. If it was not
yet equal, the algorithm iterates once more.

In this step of the algorithm, users how have more per-
sistent delay requirements (their HoL packets are to expire)
are allowed to keep their previously allocated subcarriers.
While users whose packets’ are far from expiry may lose
one or more of their allocated subcarriers. Thus, some ac-
tive users could have zero allocated subcarriers in certain
scheduling intervals. Such a procedure will enhance the
overall system performance and capacity as will be demon-
strated later via simulation.

The computational complexity of this algorithm is at
most O(Ntlog(Nt)). As in step 3, the active users in the
system may be sorted once according to their time to ex-
pire once (we remind that step 3 is optional thus the actual
complexity is actually less than O(Ntlog(Nt))).

4.2. Subcarrier Assignment Algorithm

The objective of the subcarrier assignment algorithm is
to find the subcarrier assignment that maximizes the total

rate. This can be achieved if multiuser diversity is used to
assign every active user its best ni(t) subcarriers. Such as-
signment problem is equivalent to the maximum weighted
perfect matching problem in bipartite graphs [8]. An opti-
mal solution can be generated by the Hungarian algorithm
[16], which has the complexity of O(S3), where S is the
number of subcarriers.

With the objective of enhancing the fairness characteris-
tics of the scheduling algorithm while maximizing the total
rate, we propose a new low complexity opportunistic sub-
carrier assignment algorithm. The proposed algorithm is a
priority based algorithm that favors users with more pack-
ect droppings. At some time instant (the start of a time win-
dow), the algorithm assigns initially a unity priority to all
users. Whenever a packet is dropped from a certain user’s
queue, that queue priority is incremented by one. In ev-
ery scheduling interval, the subcarrier assignment algorithm
sorts the active users in the system in a descending order ac-
cording to their priorities. The user with the highest priority
is allowed to pick those subcarriers with best channel re-
sponse from the set of all subcarriers. After assigning those
subcarriers to that user, the algorithm removes them from
the set of available subcarriers. Then the algorithm assigns
the next higher priority user the best set of remaining sub-
carriers, and so on. This mechanism should enhance the
fairness performance of the scheduler with respect to dead-
line violations, and consequently rates (since rates are de-
pendent on dropping ratios). If more than one user share
the same priority level, ties are broken by giving priority
to the user with the best channel quality (averaged over all
subcarriers) to pick up its allocated subcarriers first. Hence,
the proposed assignment algorithm also exploits multiuser
diversity in assigning the available subcarriers to the active
user in the system (by letting the user with the best channel
conditions at ant time instant pick its allocated subcarriers
before the next better channel user, and so on). Figure 3
summarizes the proposed subcarrier assignment algorithm.
The algorithm assigns S subcarriers to Nt wireless termi-
nals. Each user picks up its allocated subcarriers from a
sorted list, which has to be regenerated for each user (due
to the removal of some subcarriers assigned to the previous
user). Thus, the worst-case computational complexity of
this assignment procedure is given by O(NtSlog(S)). Even
when added to the complexity of sorting the active users ac-
cording to their priorities O(Ntlog(S)), the computational
complexity of complete subcarrier assignment algorithm is
much lower than that of the optimal (Hungarian) algorithm.

In the next section, we carry out an extensive set of sim-
ulation experiments in order to gain insight of the different
performance aspects of the proposed subcarrier allocation
and assignment algorithms. Specifically, we are interested
in evaluating the throughput, delay, and fairness character-
istics of the algorithms.
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Figure 3. Subcarrier Assignment Algorithm.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Setup

We consider the IEEE 802.20 Mobile Broadband Wire-
less Access (MBWA) system model [17]. MBWA systems
are to be designed to provide a broadband, IP-oriented con-
nection to a wireless user that is comparable to wired broad-
band connections that are in use today [18]. Among the
different channel bandwidths suggested in [19], we use a
channel of 5 MHz bandwidth. We assume that the number
of data subcarriers S is equal to 128 subcarriers. Adap-
tive modulation is used to transmit data on each subcarrier
such that the highest possible rate can be transmitted in ev-
ery scheduling interval. The scheduler chooses the modu-
lation order out of five modulation types available (BPSK,
QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM). Traffic is gen-
erated from a trace file of a 30 frames/sec MPEG-4 en-
coder with an average rate of 256 Kbps and a peak rate of
2.3 Mbps [21]. Each frame is decomposed into 50 bytes
packets to be transmitted. A packet is assigned a deadline
before which it should be served. We consider 100, and
500 milliseconds delay bounds. Such values are reasonable
for video streams. The simulation environment was imple-
mented using the IT++ package [20] with the values listed
in Table 1. The simulation period of the following experi-
ments is 30 seconds.

5.2. Results and Discussions

In this section we present the numerical results of our
opportunistic subcarrier management algorithms. For com-
parison reasons the results of the dynamic scheme proposed

by Gross et al. in [11] and [12] (we call it here the GKKW
algorithm) are included. As discussed in section 3, this al-
gorithm is the closest subcarrier management scheme to our
algorithm as it first determines the number of subcarriers to
be assigned to the ith terminal at a time instant t : ni(t) as

ni(t) = 1 +

⌊
(S − Nt)

Li(t)∑
∀j Lj(t)

+ 0.5

⌋
(11)

where Li(t) is the length of the queue of the ith user. Then,
the GKKW algorithm assigns each user the current best sub-
carriers in a prioritized manner (determined in a circular or-
der). It worth mentioning that no other work in the literature
achieves better performance than this algorithm.

Moreover, we are including the simulation results of us-
ing OFDM-TDMA subcarrier assignment with multiuser
diversity scheduling based on the Exponential rule [22]
scheduling discipline. This scheme is referred to here as
OFDM-TDMA/EXP. It is chosen since it is reported in the
literature as the best TDMA-based discipline for scheduling
real-time traffic over time varying channels. This scheme
schedules the jth user at the time slot starting at time t for
transmission, where

j = arg max
i

{ai
μi(t)
μ̃i(t)

e
aiWi(t)−aW

1+
√

aW } (12)

where μi(t) is the total channel capacity of the ith user (i.e.∑S
j=1 μij(t)), and μ̃i(t) is the exponentially smoothed av-

erage of μi(t). Also, ai = −log(δi)/Ti, with δi being
the maximum probability (taken here as 5%) of Wi(t) ex-
ceeding Ti, reflect the QoS requirements of the real-time
users. We assume that all users belong to the same service
class with the same QoS requirement and thus, Ti and δi

are the same for all users. Both the GKKW algorithm and
the OFDM-TDMA/EXP assignment scheme are used as a
benchmark against which the performance gains achieved
by our opportunistic subcarrier allocation and assignment
are illustrated.

Carrier frequency 1.9 GHz
Channel bandwidth 5 MHz
Number of data subcarriers 128
User mobility speeds 3 - 120 Km/hr
Doppler frequency 211 Hz
Doppler spectrum Jakes’ (6 rays)
Scheduling interval 1.667 msec
Traffic model Real trace file of MPEG-4

encoder with frame rate of
30 frames/sec

Traffic average / peak rate 256 Kbps / 2.3 Mbps
Packet size 50 bytes

Table 1. Summary of simulation parameters.
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Figure 4. The average throughput per user for
100 msec delay bound.

1) Capacity and Throughput
Firstly, we find out the number of users that the system

can serve without degrading the service offered to them.
Defining the system capacity as the number of users be-
yond which the average throughput per user falls to 98%
of the average arrival rate. We find that when the oppor-
tunistic allocation/assignment is used, 215 and 168 users
can be served by the system for a 100, and 500 millisec-
onds delay bounds, respectively. While only 110 and 100
users could be handled if the GKKW algorithm is used for
the same delay bound, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the
average throughput per user versus the number of users for
different algorithms for a 100 milliseconds delay bound. It
worth mentioning that significant gain in the system capac-
ity offered by our proposed algorithm over the GKKW al-
gorithm is owed to the dynamicity of our subcarrier allo-
cation algorithm. Our proposed subcarrier allocation algo-
rithm may not allocate any subcarriers to some of the active
users if their channel conditions are bad or their delays are
far from the delay bound. The unused subcarriers are al-
located to users with better channel conditions or to users
with packets approaching the deadline expiry bound. On
the other hand, the GKKW allocation necessitates that ev-
ery active user should have at least one subcarrier as clear
from (11), which limits the maximum number of users to
the number of available subcarriers S (128 in our case).

For the case of OFDM-TDMA/EXP, the system capacity
falls to only 22 and 100 users for the 100, and 500 millisec-
onds delay bounds, respectively. This is due the inefficiency
caused by the assignment of all subcarriers to one particu-
lar user at a certain scheduling interval. As we discussed
earlier, while some subcarriers are suffering bad conditions
for a certain user they may be the best subcarriers for other
users. Moreover, with strong delay requirements (such as
the 100 milliseconds bound), the system capacity is severely
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Figure 5. System Capacity for different algo-
rithms and delay bounds.
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degraded due to the lack of an efficient dynamic mechanism
to compensate users approach deadline due violation, and
therefore a huge amount of traffic is dropped by the system.
Figure 5 summarizes the system capacities for different al-
gorithms and delay bounds. Thus, the proposed subcarrier
allocation and assignment algorithm can be the best choice
for application in future MBWA systems.

2) Fairness
In order to qualify the fairness characteristics of the pro-

posed scheduling scheme, we show the maximum and the
minimum value of the users’ throughput for the above ex-
periments in Figure 6. It is noticed that the difference be-
tween the maximum and the minimum achieved through-
put is insignificant when the system is serving a number of
users less than or equal to the system capacity (defined ear-
lier) using either the proposed opportunistic algorithm or
the GKKW algorithm. However, when the number of users
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Figure 7. Throughput fairness indices of dif-
ferent algorithms and delay bounds.

is larger than the system capacity, the difference between
the maximum and the minimum achieved throughput using
the proposed algorithm is much less than that achieved by
the GKKW algorithm. This superior performance of our al-
gorithm is attributed to its attempt to minimize the lossess
from the active user queues by allocating more subcarriers
to those who have experienced recent packet loss. Even
when the system is operated with users more than its capac-
ity, the fairness of distributing these lost packets among all
users is achieved via the subcarrier assignment algorithm.
On the other hand, for the OFDM-TDMA/EXP assignment,
that difference is highly noticed and is dependent on the
value of the delay bound. Again, the reason of this behavior
is the lack of efficient compensation mechanism for users
with bad channels. In order to formalize the throughput
fairness performance, we define the throughput fairness in-
dex as the ratio of the difference between the maximum and
the minimum achieved throughput (λmax and λmin, respec-
tively) to the average throughput per user (λavg), i.e.

ThroughputFairnessIndex =
| λmax − λmin |

λavg
(13)

The fairness indices of all scheduling algorithms and de-
lay bounds are plotted in Figure 7. The proposed algo-
rithm exhibits almost-perfect fairness regardless the value
of the delay bound (fairness index approaches 0). OFDM-
TDMA/EXP subcarrier assignment lacks such fairness.

3) Delay Performance
Next, we inspect the delay performance of the proposed

subcarrier allocation and assignment algorithms. This is
achieved through investigating the distribution of the delays
that users’ packets incur at the base station. A good schedul-
ing algorithm should keep all delays below the delay bound
with high probability. Due to the large number of users the
system can support, we focus only on the delay distribu-
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Figure 8. Delay tails of users with the best
and worst channels for 500 msec bound.

tions of the user with the best channel quality and the user
with the worst channel quality. The delay distributions of
these particular users are sufficient to evaluate the delay per-
formance of the scheduling algorithm since they represent
the opposite extremes of the channel qualities. The delay
distributions of the best and the worst channel users for a
500 milliseconds delay bound with 100 users are shown in
Figure 8. The delay tails of OFDM-TDMA/EXP are very
close to the deadline, while our opportunistic scheme and
the GKKW algorithm keep the delays of all users far below
the deadline (few tens of milliseconds) and close to each
other. Moreover, 5.3% of the worst channel user’s packets
were lost using the OFDM-TDMA/EXP scheduling. So we
don’t show the results of the OFDM-TDMA/EXP. Another
observation is that the delay distributions and the maximum
delays of the best and the worst channel users of our oppor-
tunistic algorithm is slightly better than those of the GKKW
algorithm (this remarkably were consistent for other values
of the delay bound not shown here due to space limitation).

The good delay performance of the opportunistic algo-
rithm comes from the used mechanism of compensation of
low-quality users. When some users are suffering from a
long period of bad channel conditions, their HoL packet
delays increase, so that the allocation algorithm allocates
more subcarriers to these users (even on the expense of tak-
ing a part or all of the subcarrier initially allocated to other
higher-quality users). Preventing high-quality users from
their subcarrier shares increases their HoL packets delay.
Thus in the next scheduling interval the algorithm allocates
them more subcarriers, and so on. Hence, the delays of
all users are always kept small and below the deadline. It
is worth mentioning that this mechanism is not affected by
the value of the delay bound since it is only concerned by
the difference in HoL delays of different users. Even with
high user population (not shown here for space limitations),
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the opportunistic subcarrier assignment and allocation al-
gorithms managed to keep the delays of users with different
channel conditions very close.

Though rather a computationally inexpensive algorithm,
the proposed opportunistic scheduling algorithm can be
used to provide statistical delay guarantees for time-
sensitive traffic in OFDMA-based wireless networks. The
algorithm exhibits a unique fairness behavior in the services
(packet delays and throughput) delivered to different users.
Moreover, multiuser diversity is used in the algorithm to of-
fer orders of magnitude increase in the system capacity.

6. Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of scheduling real-time
users over OFDM-based wireless multimedia networks.
We introduced new opportunistic subcarrier allocation and
assignment mechanisms for parallel transmission of data
streams to different terminals in OFDMA-based broadband
wireless systems. The subcarrier allocation algorithm in-
stantaneously determines the number of subcarriers each
terminal should receive by the allocation algorithm for the
next downlink scheduling interval. Gains in throughput and
realized delay are achieved by exploiting multi-user diver-
sity techniques, the subcarrier allocation algorithm takes
into account the current channel state for each user in the
system, as well as other stream specific delay information
(the time to expire of the HoL packet) and the number of
recent deadline violations. The allocated number of sub-
carriers is assigned to terminals dynamically in a manner
that ensures fairness in the deadline violation occurrences
among different users.

The proposed algorithms outperforms existing ones in
the sense that the services received by different real-time
users, namely, delays, rates, and loss ratios, are fairly
achieved for a wide of applications and user population.
The proposed policies have low computational complexity
and are suitable for application in future broadband wireless
systems such as the IEEE 802.16a and the 802.20 MBWA
systems. Future extensions should tackle multi-cell envi-
ronment, uplink scheduling, and practical consideration for
channel state information signaling or exploiting estimation
techniques to reduce signaling overhead.
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